
Norfolk County Rifle Range – IDPA 

Winter Solstice At The Park 

Course Designer: RH 

SCENARIO: Your dogs have been demanding to go for a walk in the park since bedtime.  It’s a little 
before dawn you are sure you can sneak into the park to take them for a walk a few minutes early.  As the 
sun is coming up, you happen on a group of naked people lying on the trail with candles spread out in 
the shape of a Pentagram…uh, oh, they all have knives and obviously don’t appreciate you being there.  
From behind a tree, defend yourself and your dogs…especially your dogs!   This is a low light stage, 
flashlight optional 

START POSITION: At P1 facing tree (barrels), handgun 

loaded to division capacity, holstered, and holding rope 

(leash) in dominant hand. Targets are backlit with pit 

lighting.  

STRINGS:                 1 

SCORING:                15 rounds min, Unlimited 

TARGETS:          7 threat, 2 non threat, 

SCORED HITS:        T1: best 2 body and 1 head  

                                   T2-T7: best 2 per target 

START-STOP:          Audible - Last shot 

CONCEALMENT:     Required 

 

T1 on bullet trap at 3 yards from P1 

T3/T5 –P1 10 yards 

T7, T2, T6, and T4 are at 5, 6, 7, and 8 yards 

respectively, Non threats are on separate stands. 

STAGE PROCEDURE: At signal, drop leash, and using 

available cover, draw and engage T1 with 2 body shots 

and 1 shot to the head. Engage all remaining threats 

with 2 rounds each. 
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Norfolk County Rifle Range – IDPA 

Standards 

Course Designer: RH 

SCENARIO: Standards 

START POSITION: Seated at P1, unloaded handgun in 

box, all loading devices on table. All shots must be taken 

from a seated position. 

 

STRINGS:                 2 

SCORING:                17 rounds Limited 

TARGETS:          7 threat 

SCORED HITS:        Best 1 body-1 head for T1-T4        

                                   Best 3 body for T5-T7 

START-STOP:          Audible - Last shot 

CONCEALMENT:     Required 

 

P1-T1/T2 5 yards, P1-T3/T4 10 yards, P1-T5/T6 15 

yards, P1-T7 20 yards. 

 

Box will have appropriate inserts for shooter’s 

division. 

STAGE PROCEDURE:  

String 1: At start signal, retrieve pistol and engage each 

threat with 1 round each in tactical priority. At end of 

string, place loaded handgun in box as is. (No top off). 

 

String 2: At start signal, retrieve pistol and engage T1-T4 

with 1 round each to the head and T5-T7 with 2 rounds 

to the body. 
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Norfolk County Rifle Range – IDPA 

Peaceful Liberals 

Course Designer: RH 

SCENARIO: An offshoot of “Everytown,” Commoners Opposed to Military Implements (Comi) decides 
that NCRR must be shut down. They send in armed bodyguards to do their dirty work.  They have no 
problem eliminating evil 2nd amendment “radicals”. You are leaving the building with an armload of 
shooting stuff. They are on the side of the building trying to break in through the side door.  Protect 
yourself…and don’t shoot the new unit…we’ll need it this winter!  

START POSITION:  At P1, facing up range with handgun 

loaded to division capacity and holstered, moving a box 

with both hands. 

STRINGS:                 1 

SCORING:                13 rounds min, Unlimited 

TARGETS:          4 Threat, 2 Non threat, 1Steel 

SCORED HITS:        Best 3 per target 

START-STOP:          Audible - Last shot 

CONCEALMENT:     Required 

 

T1 and T2 on bullet traps  

P1-P2: 3 yards 

P2-T1: 5 yards, P2-T2: 8 yards,  P2-T3/4 :9 yards 

P2-T5: 10 yards.   

T3 start position is hidden behind the NTs 

STAGE PROCEDURE:  At the signal, drop the box. 

Using the edge of the building for cover, engage T1-4 

with three rounds each. T5 is an activator for T3. 
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Norfolk County Rifle Range – IDPA 

Quick and Dirty 

Course Designer:  JV 

SCENARIO:  You have just put your firearm away when things go bad.   

START POSITION: At P1, handgun loaded to division 

capacity and holstered. 
STRINGS:                 1 

SCORING:                12 rounds min, Unlimited 

TARGETS:          3 threat, 0 non threat 

 SCORED HITS:       Best 3 body / 1 head per target 

START-STOP:          Audible - Last shot 

CONCEALMENT:     Required 

 

P1-T1: 7 yards  

STAGE PROCEDURE: At start signal engage T1-T3 

with 3 body and 1 head shot each in tactical 

sequence.   
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